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A
General Manager's Message

company's overall sustainable development and community support programs have become the main 
method by which the general public judges businesses. Since our establishment, Men-Chuen Fibre 
Industry Co., Ltd have been wholly devoted to these areas, using our GRI Sustainability Report as a means 

to communicate the efforts and results of our business operations and management, product quality as well as 
environmental protection and social accountability programs for the general public and our colleagues concerned with 
Men-Chuen's future. The GRI report also acts as a record of the company's growth and expansion.

In 2013, Men-Chuen has continued to strive for excellence, going well beyond average corporate endeavors. Our efforts 
start from the ground up and stand up to the most careful scrutiny. We insist upon small and continuous improvements 
that stay true to our corporate vision and our commitment towards social sustainability. We have established stringent 
requirements and continue to implement the necessary strategies and organizational adjustments to perfect our 
management system for strengthening our impetus for future growth. We have invested heavily in augmenting the 
company's systems and strategies which includes changing to our internal management policy and investment policies 
as well as reviewing and revising of our business operation plans. Our management team is actively bolstering internal 
controls and monitoring our investments to create a more robust corporate structure.

We at Men-Chuen have, for many years, dedicated ourselves to the research and development of green and 
environmental products to provide products and services of the highest quality. As our energy resources are being 
depleted and global warming issues are becoming more serious, energy saving and carbon reduction have become major 
areas of concern for various governments, companies, and ordinary families from around the world. Our development 
strategies have been gradually turned towards energy saving, pollution reduction, and building a green industry. Our 
goal is to provide products and services with excellent quality and carbon reducing properties. At the same time, we have 
expanded our global market and adjusted our investment structures to maximize the benefits for the general public as 
well as our stockholders.

As we look towards the future, Men-Chuen shall continue to dedicate itself to the achievement of new breakthroughs 
and transforming every lessons learned into invaluable knowledge. In order to generate the necessary power for our 
next conquest, we have gathered leading industrial professionals and experts coupled with a people-first management 
philosophy which would unleash unimaginable potentials when combined. As we strive towards greater profits and 
growths, we shall also fulfill our social responsibilities and satisfy our goals of sustainable business practice.
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Gross National Product (GNP) has always been regarded as an indicator for measuring economic development. 
However, this indicator does not take in account of social or environmental costs that may be incurred due to 
economic growth. New business models have divided sustainable development into three major aspects of 
Economic, Social, and Environment. These three aspects share the same importance and are inseparable from 
each other. These three goals are not competitive but mutually inclusive. Together, they share a comprehensive 
and synergistic relationship that contributes towards the company's overall objective. Although economic, social 
and environmental benefits are intangible, all these benefits would define the degree of global happiness.

This year's report would cover data from January 1st, 2013 to December 31st, 2013, with specific focus on the 
dyeing facilities in Taoyuan, Taiwan. All economic trends are obtained from the public domain. Environmental 
data have been derived according to the relevant regulations released by local government authorities. Financial 
figures come from signed financial reports provided by approved accounting firms. Data also includes continuous 
actions initiated in the 2012 Men-Chuen Fibre Industry Sustainable Management Model. Additional details shall 
be provided for any figures or data that differ from these formal reports.

Men-Chuen Fibre Industry Co., Ltd. released the first sustainable management report on September 15th, 2012, 
and have initiated plans for annual publishing and periodic release of relevant information. This year, Men-Chuen 
has released its second sustainable management report. The report is based on the third edition guidelines (G3 
standards) of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and would be publicly released according to Level C of the 
AA10000as Standard.

Although Level C reporting only requires the publication of 10 core indicators, we have released additional 
indicators where possible so that more of our stakeholders would be able to fully appreciate our determination and 
efforts in sustainable development as well as the results of our hard work in corporate social responsibility.

If you have any suggestions or questions, please contact us using the following methods:

Men-Chuen Fibre Industry Co., Ltd.

Taipei Main Office - Business operation group-Executive Assistant - Cairo Kan

Address: 10th Floor, No. 392, Neihu Road Section 1, Neihu District, Taipei City, Taiwan

TEL: +886 2-2799-0858  Ext. 667   FAX: +886 2-2799-0959

Website: www.mds-intl.com   E-mail:cairo.kan@mctw.mds-intl.com

Report scope and boundaries

Report Parameters

Company History

C
ontact channels

1981/03 

1983/08 

1985/04 

1986/12 

1987/03

1991/01

1996/05

1999/12 

2001/06 

2003/08

2004/01 

2010/07 

2011/08 

2012/04 

2012/08 

2013/05 

2013/08 

2013/09 

2013/12

 Shin-Yji was established

Den-Lee Dyeing & Finishing Industrial was established

 Den-Lee Dyeing & Finishing Industrial constructed its manufacturing facilities on purchased land

 Den-Lee Dyeing & Finishing Industrial new factory completed and operational

 Men-Chuen Fibre Industry Co, Ltd. weaving facility established

 Merger of Men-Chuen with Men-Chuen; 

the merged company shall assume the name of Men-Chuen in external dealings

 Men-Chuen Fibre's new factory at Guishan Township completed and operational

 Men-Chuen Fibre's new office at Neihu District, Taipei, completed and operational

The board of directors have decided to initiate production in China; establishment of Zhejiang Shin-Yji

Merger of Den-Lee with Men-Chuen; 

the merged company shall assume the name of Men-Chuen in external dealings.

 Men-Chuen's Taoyuan Da-Cheng Logistics Center formally established and operational

 Investigation in adding production facilities in Vietnam

Men-Chuen Fibre's new weaving division facility completed and operational

 The board of directors decided to shut down production lines in China

 Men-Chuen's new dyeing division facility completed and operational

Construction started for Men-Chuen's Nankan final product warehouse

Men-Chuen's dyeing division Phase 1 plant expansion project completed

Men-Chuen's Vietnam office established

Men-Chuen's dyeing division Phase 2 plant expansion project completed
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International certificates
2011/06

2011/07 

2011/08

2011/09 

2011/10

2012/02 

2012/03

 

2012/06 

2012/09 

2012/12 

2013/02 

2013/03 

2013/05 

2013/08 

2013/09 

2013/09 

Passed Oeko-Tex first documentation audit

Oeko-Tex certification received

Formal audits for ISO 14001 & OHSAS 18001 

GRS Control Union certification received

ISO 14001 & OHSAS 18001 certification by Lloyd's Register

Passed Bluesign first documentation audit

Oeko-Tex second audit

ISO 14001 & OHSAS 18001 first periodic surveillance audit

Passed Oeko-Tex second audit and received certification

ISO 14001 & OHSAS 18001 second periodic surveillance audit

Bluesign fabric testing audit

Bluesign certification received

ISO 14001 & OHSAS 18001 third periodic surveillance audit

2013/05 Participated in the C2C  Conference

Passed GRS second audit and received certification

Provided ISO 14001& OHSAS 18001 certification consultation for the Guishan Facility

ISO 14001 & OHSAS 18001 fourth periodic surveillance audit

MDS
Internation

Logistics
Center

Dyeing
Division

MDS Group
(est. 1981)

Vietnam
Production

Division

Weaving
Division

Weaving
Division

Dyeing
Division

Men-Chuen
Taiwan

(since 1987)

Post

Chairman of
the board President

General Manager

Production Vice
General Manager

Sales Vice
General Manager

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Shareholder

Shareholder

Shareholder

Shareholder

Shareholder

Shareholder

Supervisor

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Female

Male

Female

Gender Name Men-Chuen Position

Ming-Cheng Kuo

Chien-Chun Liu

Ching-Ho Chung

Albert Kuo

Shun-Chuan Huang

Wen-Chin Chou

Chun-Hung Chen

Li-Mei Tao

    Men-Chuen Fibre Industry Co., Ltd. was established in March 1987. Company capital increased to NT$ 466.17 million 
as of 2013 with a total of 372 employees. Men-Chuen is an affiliated company of MDS Group and mainly provides weaving, 
dyeing as well as import / export marketing and sales. The company's main office is established in Neihu District of Taipei 
City. Dyeing, weaving, and logistics warehouses have been established in Taoyuan Nankan and Guishan.

    MDS Group is composed of the Taipei headquarters, Taoyuan Dyeing and Weaving divisions, and Vietnam Production 
Division. The Taipei Headquarters include the Marketing Department, R&D Department, Import and Export Department, 
HR and General Affairs Office, IT Department, and Finances Department. The Weaving Division includes the Weaving 
Section, Production Control Section, and Logistics Department. The Dyeing Division includes the Dyeing Section, 
Production Control Section, Chemical Analysis Lab, Security Section, and Environmental Safety Section.

Company Organization and Responsibilities
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Company Organization and Responsibilities
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General Manager's Office
Responsible for short-term, mid-term, and long-term strategic planning (P), 
implementation (D), monitoring (C), and response (A).

Business and Sales Group Formulating annual business plans and strategic focus. 

Marketing Department Formulating, managing, and implementing sales strategies and plans. 

R&D Department
Developing new sample fabrics, new products, and improve company 
competitiveness.

HR and General 
Affairs Section

Managing, and implementing the company's human resources, labor, and general 
affairs plans.

IT Department
Establishing the company's computerized information structure, strategic planning, 
and data resource utilization schemes to improve management effectiveness.

Finances Department
Establishing the company's computerized information structure, strategic planning, 
and data resource utilization schemes to improve management effectiveness.

Production
C

ontrol Section

K
ni�ing Section

Inspection

W
eaving

W
arping

Inspection

Finishing

G
rey

Inspection

Brush &
Fleece

Finishined
Inspection &

Packing

D
yeing

Tax

Accunts

Financial

Kni�ing Dyeing & Finishing Logistics Center

Production Vice General Manager

Board of Directors

General
A�airs & HR
Department

General
A�airs

Supervisor

Financial
Department

Financial Vice
Department

MIS Audit

Chairman

General Manager

Financial
Section

Board of Supervisors

Inport&Export
Department

Inport&Export
Leader

Kni�ing Factory
Director

Dyeing & Finishing
Factory Director

Dyeing &
Finishing
Section

Business
Department

Research
Department

Productive
Department

Business Vice
Leader

R&D
Director

Productive
Vice Manager

Sales Vice General Manager

Export Section

Team
 3

Team
 2

Team
 1

Exploitation Section

M
aterials Section

Sam
ple R

oom
Laboratory

Logistics Section

Production
M

anagem
ent Section

Production
C

ontrol Section

C
olour Laboratory

M
aintenance

Taipei O
�

ce

K
ni�ing Factory

D
yeing &

 Finishing

Envirom
ental

H
ealth &

 Safet

Production
C

ontrol Section

Inport Section

CI Team

Responsibilities of various departments

Product categories

Men-Chuen Fibre Industry Co., Ltd. utilizes professional weaving and dyeing techniques and specializes in the research, 
development, and production of various knitted goods. Our production technologies, service, and product quality are widely 
recognized and far exceeds the production techniques offered by our competitors. In order to cater to a more diverse market, 
Men-Chuen has established an R&D Department in 1993 with specific focus on functional fabrics such as high density fabrics, 
spandex, waterproof breathable fabrics, coated fabrics, printed fabrics, burnout fabrics, and other adaptive designs and seamless 
fabrics as well as customized products. The R&D Department provides novel products and act as a professional quality assurance 
section exercising strict quality controls to maintain the excellence of our products. 

FUNDAMENTAL Feather
Touch

Solid
Core

Textured
Croe Mesh Corecore essentials

Classic Core
(non-function)

VERSATILE A�er
E�ects

Digital
Jacquard

Feather
Touch
Deluxe

Novelty
Mesh

Premium
Basicmulti-purpose

performance

INDY Flip Side Natural Touch
Colour
Fusion

�ermo
Regulate

Seamless
Full Garmentindividual sports

TEAM Body Map
Burn Out

Dual Tone
Reverse Mesh

Functional
Custom
Graphics

Pro
Stretch

Advanced
Preformance
Mesh

advanced 
customization

● 32+g Warp knit with circular look, and feel ● Supreme lightness and luxury 
hand feel‧Reduced snagging ● Stronger than circular knits

Fine Gauge
Warp KnitFeather Touch

 ● Endless design and pa�ern options ● Open hole construction capabilities
 ● Single Dye color ● Extended repeat pa�erns

Warp Knit
JacquardOpen Jacquard

 ● Micro color migration through precision dope dyeing innovation ● Visual 
excellence in color fusion and optimal cra�ed motion ● Directive color pale�e

Ombre dope
DyingColor Fusion

 ● Functional Graphics with via heat reactive inks ● Ink/print quickly 
responses to the body’s heat by disappearing with increased body temperature

Temperature
Reactive InkDynamic thermos

● Advanced Kni�ing technology in jacquards giving total open hole, 
multi pa�erned options for design and extensive visual e�ects

Multi Dimensional
Jacquard3D Jacquard

● Performance Full seamless tubular and open width kni�ing 
technology,28g*44’’, synthetic yarns, customized design options

Seamless Full
GarmentsCustom Seamless

● Re�ned double kni�ing structural technology with excellent customized 
texture, pa�ern, weight and performance ● Reversible and re�ned

Reversible Dual
TextureFlip Side
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Ombre dope
DyingColor Fusion

 ● Functional Graphics with via heat reactive inks ● Ink/print quickly 
responses to the body’s heat by disappearing with increased body temperature

Temperature
Reactive InkDynamic thermos

● Advanced Kni�ing technology in jacquards giving total open hole, 
multi pa�erned options for design and extensive visual e�ects

Multi Dimensional
Jacquard3D Jacquard

● Performance Full seamless tubular and open width kni�ing 
technology,28g*44’’, synthetic yarns, customized design options

Seamless Full
GarmentsCustom Seamless

● Re�ned double kni�ing structural technology with excellent customized 
texture, pa�ern, weight and performance ● Reversible and re�ned

Reversible Dual
TextureFlip Side
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Tricot Brushed Circular Circular in mesh Tricot Tricot in mesh

FU
N
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A

M
EN

TA
L

core essentials

Basic

‧plain knit / non texture �ne‧�ne gauge knit 32-36g
‧�ne gauge circular knit36-44g‧�ne gauce warp knit mesh

Feather Touch

‧plain jersey‧plain interlocks‧micro texture
‧single colour

Solid Core

‧pique single knits‧wa�es‧drop needle‧mini jacquardTexture Core

‧tricot‧tricotbrushed‧basic tricot meshClassic Core
(non function)

‧basic mesh‧small hole mesh‧large hole mesh
‧textur eyelet mesh 

Mesh Core

C
om

plex

m
ulti-purpose perform

ance
V

ER
SAT

ILE

‧texture. YD,stretch ,mesh,fancy knit‧�ne gauge warp knit 
     32-36g‧�ne gauge warp knit 32g‧�ne gause withspandex

Feather Touch
Deluxe

‧lamination‧print‧embossed‧sublimationA�er A�ects

‧3D jacquard ‧open hole jacquard 2D‧2X1 jacquard-1side textured 
     / 2 tone,1side solid‧engineered body map‧small repeat jacq

Digital
Jacquard

‧novelty texturedDimensinoal Mesh

‧pique double jersey‧textured performance YD basics
‧functional yarns in basic knits

Primium Basic

Special Sports

IN
D

Y
individual sports

‧double-dyed,two-toned interlock‧reversible‧2 colourFlip Side

‧ombre‧ombre jacquard‧dope dye / YD Colour Fusion

‧heather e�ects‧dri-release‧natural blend yarms‧natural -lock 
     blend yarms

Natural Touch

‧performance �eece‧french terry‧performance brush 1 or 2 sides 
‧bonded‧thermo-�nishes

�ermo
Regulate

Seamless Full Garment

G
roup

C
om

petitions

advanced custom
ization

T
EA

M

Body Map Burn Out

Dual Tone Reverse Mesh

‧3D ink‧re�ective‧liquid stretch‧custom logo / team

Functional
Custom
Graphics

‧solid stretch‧stretch textures‧plain knit‧�eese‧terry‧double 
     knit

Pro Stretch

‧engineered YD and solid‧fancy jacq.mesh ‧0-10% stretch
‧10-15% stretch‧20%+stretch

Advanced Pro
Mesh

Men-Chuen Fibre has always been a major fabric supplier for 
renowned athletic brands such as Nike, Adidas, Puma, and 
Columbia. This is the reason why we have established a dedicated 
R&D Department in 1993 that specifically focuses on the 
research, development and production of functional fabrics that 
include high density fabrics, spandex, waterproof breathable 
fabrics, coated fabrics, printed fabrics, burnout fabrics, and 
applicable designs for seamless fabrics as well as other customized 
products to meet the ever-changing market demand.
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All leading clients of Men-Chuen Fibre are world renowned sport brands. Functional athletic fabrics are our main business focus. 
Hence, we are required to provide warp knitted, circular knitted, and flat knitted products of excellent quality. Our knitted products 
would be exported to our client's clothing manufacturers. Major business areas include Asia, Southeast Asia, Middle East, Europe, 
the Americas, and Oceania.

Men-Chuen Fibre has been widely recognized as a major fabric supplier by renowned athletic brands such as Nike, 
Adidas, Puma, and Columbia. We are committed to the research, development, and production of sport clothing. 
Our clear and distinct market segmentation and product positioning, customer services, and international expansion 
have provided our clients with comprehensive and rapid services. We have created a highly efficient business team 
supported by global manufacturing capabilities, allowing us to accept and process production orders from around the 
world, working closely with our clients to achieve mutually beneficial results. Men-Chuen shall continue our unique 
and innovative practices so that more will come to know about us and gain preference for our products.

Major Clients

NIKE 26%

PUMA 10%

ADIDAS 33%

OTHERS 23%

COLUMBIA 3%

Proportion of the top 6 brands supplied by Men-Chuen in 2013

UNDER ARMOUR 5%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

2009
Top 10 sales region and growth trends from 2009 to 2013

2010

2012 2013

2011

Indonesia

C
hina

Vietnam

H
ong K

ong

Tailand

M
alaysia

Philippines

C
am

bodia

Singapore

Sri Lanka

Bengal

Paraguay 0.01%
Australia 0.12%

Uruguay 0.01%

Pro p o r t i o n  o f  v ar i o u s  s a l es  l o c at i o ns

Kni�ing Production Base  Taiwan / Vietnam
Dyeing Production Base  Taiwan / Vietnam

Canada 0.01%
Lithuanian 0.01%
Austria 0.01%
Spain 0.54%
Portugal 0.05%
Turkey 0.31%
Syria 0.31%
Israel 0.05%
USA 0.54%
Nicaragua 1.41%
Venezuela 0.01%
Colombia 0.05%

India 0.53%
Sri Lanka 2.15%
Bangladesh 2.58%
�ailand 5.41%
Jordan 1.49%
Malaysia 3.87%
Singapore 0.46%
South Africa 0.2%

Japan 0.01%
Korea 0.01%
China 10.05%
Taiwan 0.01%
Hong kong 12%
Philippines 3.08%
Vietnam 17.72%
Cambodia 11.72%
Indonesia 26.4%

Area of sales
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The ability to listen and respond to recommendations from stakeholders and employees serve as an important 
indicator that determines whether a company is capable of sustainable development. Every decision made by Men-
Chuen would affect the relevant stakeholders. Hence, stakeholder communication and dialog, reviewing and 
correction of shortcomings in internal policies as well as the assessment of business effectiveness and efficiency would 
ensure the continuous and effective implementation of internal control systems while providing a referential basis 
for revising and improving these systems. Hence, communication is regarded as an indispensable element for Men-
Chuen's corporate social responsibility program. Communication helps our stakeholders understand the topics they 
are concerned with and also allows us to respond to their requirements. Through effective dialog, we would be able 
to create mutual growth and provide substantial benefits for our economy, society and environment. The following 
summarizes a list of Men-Chuen's stakeholders.

Interested parties and mutual communication
Analysis of our financial status
Men-Chuen's total business income in 2013 reached NT$ 
2.322 billion, an 8% reduction from the 2012 income of 
NT$ 2.513 billion. The reason was due to Men-Chuen's 
restructuring of product sales channels. Business profit for 
2013 totaled NT$ 82 million, which was a 1.2% increase 
from the 2012 profit of NT$ 81 million. The limited 
growth was a result of increased fuel and power costs in 
Taiwan. In 2013, non-business income and profits totaled 
NT$ 46 million, which was a 2.39 fold decrease from the 
NT$ 156 million earned in 2012. The earning in 2012 
was acquired through the sales of old production facilities. 
Non-business expenses and loss totaled to NT$ 18 million 
in 2013, which was a 1.94 fold reduction compared to 
the loss of NT$ 53 million in 2012.  This difference was 
caused by financial transaction fees that was paid in 2012 
and depreciation of New Taiwanese Dollar in 2013.

Product and raw
materials analysis
The proportion of Men-Chuen's products in 
2013 mainly focused on circular knitted goods 
and warp knitted goods that composed 49.86% 
and 50.14% of production respectively.

Raw material
analysis
Major raw materials for Men-Chuen include 6 
types of fibers, namely polyester, viscose, recycled 
polyester, polyamide 6.6, metal, and elastane. Of 
which, polyester and recycled polyester made up 
96% and 3% of total raw materials respectively, 
with the remaining 1% divided amongst the rest.

Stakeholders Topic of interest Communication channel

Employees
‧Salary and welfare‧Work health ad 
      safety‧Professional development and 
      training‧Career development

‧Employee opinion box‧Employee 
      Satisfaction Survey‧Employee 
      Manual, Education, and Training

Stockholder

Customers

Supply Chain

Bank

Claims adjuster

Academic Unit

Government units

‧Status of business operations
‧Publishing of sustainable development 
      reports
‧Stockholder evaluation meeting

‧Product delivery date
‧New product and quality R&D
‧Service quality

‧Local and international exhibits
‧Routine customer visits
‧Supplier meetings for brand customers

‧Status of business operations
‧Company status and equipment
‧Order volume‧Types of brands

‧Supplier Opinion Survey
‧Periodic visits

‧Status of business operations
‧Pro�t status and �uctuations
‧Environment conservation status

‧Publishing of sustainable development 
     reports
‧Providing relevant �nancial reports

‧Introducing management system audits 
      for ISO, Bluesign, OHSAS and LEAN.

‧Certi�cation, audits, recommended 
      improvements, education and training

‧Training of industry professionals
‧Cluster sharing and integration of the 
      Supply Chain

‧Providing academia-industrial cooperative 
      projects
‧Industrial professional training program

‧Company management
‧Energy consumption
‧Energy saving programs

‧Compliance to local laws and establishment 
      of internal standards and government 
      regulations within the company

Year
Item 2012 2013

2,513

296

81

156

53

184

168

3.83

2,322

257

82

46

18

110

103

2.19

Business income

Gross pro�t

Business pro�t

Non-business
income / pro�ts

Non-business
expenses / loss

Pre-tax pro�t (loss)

A�er-tax pro�t (loss)

‧Unit in million NT$.

Earnings per share

Warp Kni�ed
Circular Kni�ed

Warp Kni�ed
50.14% 

Circular
Kni�ed
49.86%

Polyester 96%

Others4%

Recycled Polyester 3%
Resources(Materials) 0%

Elastane 1%
Polyamide 6.6 �bres (PA 6.6) 0%
Metal、Viscose Fabric 0%
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The driving force for corporate growth and development would be dependent on the effective utilization of human, 
financial, and material resources within the company. Human resources would be the most critical source of 
knowledge and intellect within a company. This intangible and invaluable corporate resource cannot be replicated 
and is extremely difficult to transfer. People first is the core of Men-Chuen's management philosophy. Creating a 
work environment conducive to employee satisfaction and regarding employees as the soul of the company are 
some of Men-Chuen's most important management principles. In order to improve corporate competitiveness, we 
must insist upon our People first policy and establish this corporate culture through our management activities.

Although business strategies and marketing opportunities are often flexibly adjusted to meet the changing industrial 
environment, Men-Chuen's corporate culture has always remained steadfast to our People First rule and vision. 
We strive to create a corporate culture that is supported and followed by each and every one of our employees. 
Thus, Men-Chuen has established a unique combination of corporate values, management principles and practice, 
corporate spirit, ethical rules, and development goals. We adhere to the standards of placing importance on every 
individual, respecting everyone, and providing excellent services. To improve employee satisfaction, Men-Chuen 
has adopted a three-aspect approach of providing a safe and excellent work environment, competitive paychecks 
and welfare as well as internal education and training

Men-Chuen's employment types can be divided into 2 major categories - those on monthly payrolls and those with temporary 
work contracts. Employees paid monthly tend to be local laborers, making up 70.31% of the total employees with 135 
individuals. Contract laborers tend to be foreign, making up 29.69% of total employees with 57 individuals.

The number of employees for both categories has increased from the previous year due to the need for additional laborers to 
meet increases in production output. This would also prevent excessive workload for any individual employee. In 2014, we will 
be hiring foreign laborers with higher levels of technical expertise.
According to the foreign employee application standards released by the Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics 
of the Executive Yuan, Republic of China, foreign employees can be classified into A+, A, B, C, and D levels. Men-Chuen's 
foreign employees can be classified as A+. Since we are a dyeing and finishing industry, the upper limit of foreign employees shall 
be 35% of total employee population. Hence, Men-Chuen is compliant to the laws of Republic of China.

Foreign laborers employed by Men-Chuen mainly 
come from the Philippines, Thailand and Indonesia. 
Men-Chuen has a total of 57 foreign employees, 
of which 41 are Filipino, 10 are Thai, and 6 are 
Indonesian. Foreign laborers are provided with 
accommodation and meals, and are regarded as 
equals to our local laborers.

The number of Filipino laborers decreased slightly 
during 2013 in response to our national policy 
calling for a reduction in the employment of Filipino 
workers. Hiring of foreign laborers will focus on 
Indonesians who will gradually replace our Filipino 
employees.

The highest guiding principle for employee satisfaction would be our Zero Workplace Accident target. Men-Chuen 
has adhered to this goal every year and has managed to achieve zero incidents for three consecutive years of 2011 
to 2013. In the future, Men-Chuen shall continue to evaluate work environments and risks in order to prevent the 
occurrence of workplace accidents.

In addition to providing a good stable salary, Men-Chuen also provide annual vacations for local and foreign 
laborers, free health examinations, and baby bonuses as part of our employee subsidy and welfare package. We often 
organize meal gatherings to strengthen employee morale and strengthen corporate identity.

Unit supervisors and managers will routinely provide internal training for our employees
In order to improve work professionalism, Men-Chuen has increased average training hours in 2013. Education 
and training in 2014 shall be raised to higher standards to provide a work environment that offers employees 
opportunities for self-improvement and acquisition of new job skills.

Social aspect
HR employment type and data

Safe working environment

Competitive salaries and welfare

Internal employee education and training

contract 30%
monthly salary 70%

Proportions of
employment type in 2013

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

2012 2013

Monthly
Salary

Contract

Employment
type

Monthly salary

Contract-based

Subtotal

135

57

192

70.31%

29.69%

100%

Number of
employees

Percentage of
employment type

Proportion of nationalities of foreign laborers in 2013

�ailand

Indonesia

Philippines

6

0

51

2012

10

6

41

2013

�ailand18% Philippines
72%

Indonesia
10%
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corporate spirit, ethical rules, and development goals. We adhere to the standards of placing importance on every 
individual, respecting everyone, and providing excellent services. To improve employee satisfaction, Men-Chuen 
has adopted a three-aspect approach of providing a safe and excellent work environment, competitive paychecks 
and welfare as well as internal education and training

Men-Chuen's employment types can be divided into 2 major categories - those on monthly payrolls and those with temporary 
work contracts. Employees paid monthly tend to be local laborers, making up 70.31% of the total employees with 135 
individuals. Contract laborers tend to be foreign, making up 29.69% of total employees with 57 individuals.

The number of employees for both categories has increased from the previous year due to the need for additional laborers to 
meet increases in production output. This would also prevent excessive workload for any individual employee. In 2014, we will 
be hiring foreign laborers with higher levels of technical expertise.
According to the foreign employee application standards released by the Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics 
of the Executive Yuan, Republic of China, foreign employees can be classified into A+, A, B, C, and D levels. Men-Chuen's 
foreign employees can be classified as A+. Since we are a dyeing and finishing industry, the upper limit of foreign employees shall 
be 35% of total employee population. Hence, Men-Chuen is compliant to the laws of Republic of China.

Foreign laborers employed by Men-Chuen mainly 
come from the Philippines, Thailand and Indonesia. 
Men-Chuen has a total of 57 foreign employees, 
of which 41 are Filipino, 10 are Thai, and 6 are 
Indonesian. Foreign laborers are provided with 
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The highest guiding principle for employee satisfaction would be our Zero Workplace Accident target. Men-Chuen 
has adhered to this goal every year and has managed to achieve zero incidents for three consecutive years of 2011 
to 2013. In the future, Men-Chuen shall continue to evaluate work environments and risks in order to prevent the 
occurrence of workplace accidents.

In addition to providing a good stable salary, Men-Chuen also provide annual vacations for local and foreign 
laborers, free health examinations, and baby bonuses as part of our employee subsidy and welfare package. We often 
organize meal gatherings to strengthen employee morale and strengthen corporate identity.

Unit supervisors and managers will routinely provide internal training for our employees
In order to improve work professionalism, Men-Chuen has increased average training hours in 2013. Education 
and training in 2014 shall be raised to higher standards to provide a work environment that offers employees 
opportunities for self-improvement and acquisition of new job skills.
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Given that weaving, dyeing, and finishing industries involve strenuous labor, most laborers would therefore be male, 
giving our company a male to female ration of 1.8:1.

Men-Chuen would compile and analyze the reasons for employee resignation. We would periodically implement 
questionnaires to assess employee attitude and ideas towards work in order to diagnose and discover problems and to 
identify suitable improvements.

Job contents make up 27% of the causes in resignation, with excessive physical demand and lack of interest in the work being 
the two sub-reasons. The leading cause would be excessive physical demand. Thus, we have acquired new moving tools and 
have completed an automated packing line in order to minimize strenuous labor activities. This would help reduce employee 
workload and improve production efficiency.

Manager : Supervisor : Technician ratio in Men-Chuen is 1:4:58.
The number of managers and supervisors in 2013 remained the same as in 2012 as our production processes and 
work specialization have already been well defined and established.

Employee gender

Proportion of employee level

Employee resignation data

Gender proportion of
our employees

Female 34% Male 66%
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Proportion

Technicians
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Supervisors
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Future
development

Job content

Unable to adapt to
work demands

Personal career planning

Moving or taking care
of familyFamily

33%

20%

7%

Others Poor performance 17%

27%

Interpersonal
relationships

33%

Family 20%

Others 13%

Job
content 

27%

Future
development

7%

Excessive physical demand or 
does not meet personal 

interest

Men-Chuen places great importance in maintaining a harmonious employee-employer relationship. Men-Chuen adheres 
to merit-based principles for hiring and promotion and does not discriminate by age, gender, or race. We promote the 
best in terms of performance and suitability. In order to ensure that there is an open communication channel between our 
employees and their supervisors, Men-Chuen has followed our development policies and established a welfare committee 
and employee suggestion box. HR personnel would collect data from the employee suggestion box on a weekly basis, and 
would respond to issues highlighted by the employees within 7 days.

Members of the welfare committee serve for 4 years. A committee meeting is held every season to discuss and respond to 
various employee recommendations. Before the end of the year, the committee would formulate welfare items and budget 
for the following year. (Employee welfare organization chart)

Employee and employer relationship
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to merit-based principles for hiring and promotion and does not discriminate by age, gender, or race. We promote the 
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Men-Chuen also utilizes Employee Satisfaction Surveys to collect opinions and feedback from our workers and 
submit them to corporate and departmental supervisors for reference, evaluation, and improvement. The surveys 
provide an unobstructed channel for communication between our employees and the company.  (Employee 
Suggestion Box) 

2012 1

Year Suggestion
contents

Number of
suggestions

Source of
suggestions

Factory
employee

Commissoner
Mi-Chung Chang

Me-Feng Jin
Yuan-Fa Pu

Shin-Hsiung Lee
Ko-Neng Kuo

Yang-Hsin Shen

Master
Ming-Cheng Kuo

Chairman of Commissoner
Ching-Ho Chung

Vice Chairman of Commissoner
Hsieh-Chao Wu

Director
Juei-Yi Hou

Improve the
diversity of food 
items sold by the 
automatic 
vending 
machines

Response

1. Communicate with the 
     vendor by phone
2. Improve diversity of 
     food items sold 
     through the vending 
     machine, and replace 
     unpopular items with 
     others
3. Increase re-stocking 
     frequency of the 
     vending machine to      
     once per day

Employee
feedback

Original 
request 
has been 
satis�ed

2013 2 Factory
employee

Wants the 
company to 
provide 
safekeeping of the 
passport and bank 
deposit book.

Replace and 
upgrade personal 
protective gear

1. A foreign employee, by 
     his own volition, 
     wants the company to 
     provide safekeeping of 
     his belongings
2. Safekeeping is not 
     mandatory and only 
     provided upon request

1. Expired or broken 
     protective gear have 
     been replaced
2. Improve investment for 
     this area

Original 
request 
has been 
satis�ed

Men-Chuen believes that the health and safety of our employees are intangible resources to our company. We understand 
that inadequate knowledge or improper protective measures against dangerous or hazardous substances would lead 
to workplace accidents that would not only threaten the safety of our employees, but that of the general public and the 
surrounding environments as well. Workplace accidents are defined according to Article 2 Paragraph 4 of the Labor Safety 
and Health Act of the Republic of China, which would include any employee illness, injury, disability, or death caused by 
buildings, facilities, raw materials, products, chemicals, gases, steam, dust, work activities or other work-related causes.

We have achieved zero workplace accidents in 2011, 2012, and 
2013. This proves that Men-Chuen's People First management 
guidelines have achieved significant results and successfully 
prevented work accidents.
Annual audits for employee safety can be divided into internal 
audits and external audits. Internal audits are carried out to assess the safety of internal processes and are conducted once 
every 2 months. External audits are carried out by third party auditors and are conducted once every 6 months. We also 
require our employees to fully check their work areas on a daily basis. Unit supervisors would also check employee personal 
protective gear before operation in order to fully prevent any potential risks of workplace accidents.
Zero workplace accidents remain the main annual objective for 2014. In addition to auditing and improving our work 
environment, we also give our employees relevant work accident insurance coverage during work hours as well in the event 
that workplace accidents do happen.

The table above shows the work accident response procedure that would be enacted to implement emergency notification 
and response in the event of workplace accidents. The procedure would ensure that our employee would be taken care of 
properly without delay if an accident has occurred.

Workplace accidents - 
definition and legal regulations

Procedure for responding to work accidents

Year

Workplace
accidents

2011

0

2012

0

2013

0

Occurrences of
work-related injuries
(work-related injury) Parallel

development

Parallel
developmen

Major work-
related injuries

Setup of preventive
and corrective

measures

Review of the validity
of corrective and

preventive measures

Implementation of
improvement

Tracking and
review

Records
keeping

Emergency
responses

Work accident
response �owchart

Emergency
noti�cation
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and Health Act of the Republic of China, which would include any employee illness, injury, disability, or death caused by 
buildings, facilities, raw materials, products, chemicals, gases, steam, dust, work activities or other work-related causes.

We have achieved zero workplace accidents in 2011, 2012, and 
2013. This proves that Men-Chuen's People First management 
guidelines have achieved significant results and successfully 
prevented work accidents.
Annual audits for employee safety can be divided into internal 
audits and external audits. Internal audits are carried out to assess the safety of internal processes and are conducted once 
every 2 months. External audits are carried out by third party auditors and are conducted once every 6 months. We also 
require our employees to fully check their work areas on a daily basis. Unit supervisors would also check employee personal 
protective gear before operation in order to fully prevent any potential risks of workplace accidents.
Zero workplace accidents remain the main annual objective for 2014. In addition to auditing and improving our work 
environment, we also give our employees relevant work accident insurance coverage during work hours as well in the event 
that workplace accidents do happen.

The table above shows the work accident response procedure that would be enacted to implement emergency notification 
and response in the event of workplace accidents. The procedure would ensure that our employee would be taken care of 
properly without delay if an accident has occurred.
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Employees in Men-Chuen can be divided into those receiving monthly 
salaries and contract laborers, numbering 135 (70.31%) and 57 
(29.96%) individuals respectively. To provide professional improvement 
of our employees, Men-Chuen has organized training courses taught 
by both external and internal experts. Our objective is to ensure that 
employees would better achieve their potential in their respective jobs, 
receive adequate training support, and become more competent in their 
job responsibilities.

Since employees receiving monthly salary make p 70.31% of our total employees, training courses taught by 
external instructors will therefore focus on these employees. Contract laborers would be given internal training 
courses taught by employees receiving monthly paychecks. To ensure training effectiveness, employees are required 
to write training reports. These reports would be compiled and archived.

Employees are Men-Chuen's biggest asset. Hence, employee job and safety training would be the most important 
topic to our management.

In 2013, the overall average training hours was 8.2 hours, a 10% increase from the 7.32 hours of training provided in 
2012. We hope that training courses would be further improved in 2014 so that employees would not only receive 
additional training hours, their professional skills and proficiency would enjoy substantial improvements as well.
We have planned to increase training hours by another 10% to 9 hours (from the original 8.2). To improve the 
results of the training, we would provide post-training tests and require our employees to submit post-training 
reports. Test results and reports would be recorded and archived to analyze employee learning effectiveness. We 
also encourage employees to obtain relevant technical certifications and provide investments for those attending 
seminars and on-job training. Those who acquire technical certificates would receive a bonus for encouragement.

Employment type

Average employee training hours

contract 30%
monthly salary 70%

Proportions of employment type in 2013

Average Education and
training hours (Hr)

Item

Internal training in 2013

External training in 2013

2013

1015

510

1525

5.34

2.86

2012 1384 7.32

8.2

Total training
hours

Average training
hours

8.4
8.2

8
7.8
7.6
7.4
7.2

7
6.82012 2013

Gender is not a factor of consideration when deciding the base salary in Men-Chuen. Most male employees would receive a salary that 
exceeds the national average of NT$ 36000 as calculated by government accounting agencies. Female employees, on the other hand, 
would receive a salary that is slightly lower than the national average of NT$ 36000.

Differences in monthly salaries would be based on education level, years on the job, attendance, job experience, performance, and daily 
activities. This shows that Men-Chuen offers better gender to salary ratios compared to our competitors. We will continue to propose 
ideas to further reduce existing differences. 
We are completely compliant to government regulations for the number of holidays offered to our employees. Employees will also 
benefit from additional leaves provided according to their length of service. Every employee is entitled to arriving late for 3 days every 
month.

Salary paid to our foreign laborers are higher than the minimum wage stipulated by our government in 201319047 and are compliant 
to other relevant job compensation requirements. Accommodations and holidays are also provided. A monthly fee of NT$ 4000 is 
deductible from the salary for meals according to the legal regulation. Men-Chuen, however, only deducts a competitive NT$ 2000. 
Foreign laborers are also provided with a fixed deposit account to provide financial security.

The recruitment procedure follows the flowchart shown above. We would review and verify the personal information of the 
interviewees and carry out job compatibility tests to validate the employee.

Employing unit review: The supervisor of the employing unit will verify the personal information provided by the interviewee
Personal information verification and job compatibility tests: The HR personnel will verify the personal information with the 
interviewee and initiate job compatibility tests. The interviewee must provide a Republic of China ID card or other forms of 
identification for validating the information on the CV provided by the job candidate. The most suitable individual will be selected for 
the job.
According to Men-Chuen's stringent HR recruitment procedure, the interviewee must pass review processes by both the HR 
personnel and meet the requirements of the employing unit.

 Comparison between gender and base salary

HR recruitment procedure in Men-Chuen

Login
Resume 

Talent
Database 

Department
audit 

Interview
noti�cation 

Personal data con�rm 
Aptitude test Interview admission

notice

No admission
notice 

1:Job bank 2:Online recruitment
3:Employment expos
4:Academic and corporate partnerships (Ex. Ming Chi University of Technology and Oriental Institute of 
Technology)

We recruit workers by four major methods:
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1. Youth laborers are those between the age of 15 and 16 (not yet fully 16) who are employed. 
2. Youth laborers are prohibited from being engaged in physically intensive or dangerous work. 
3. Employers are prohibited from employing any individual under 15 years of age. However, exceptions are provided 
    for graduates of Junior High School employed in job descriptions and work environment that have been verified 
    by the relevant authority to be harmless to their physical and mental development. 
4. Employers are required to obtain a letter of agreement from the legal guardian as well as documented proof of age 
    for employees under the age of 16. 
5. Youth laborers may not work more than 8 hours a day or during weekends and public holidays.

Currently, the oldest employee in Men-Chuen is 63 years of age, while the youngest is 21 years of age.

Men-Chuen is a weaving, dyeing and finishing factory. The weaving process would involve large amounts of 
strenuous physical labor. In compliance with Article 44 of Taiwan's Labor Standards Act, Men-Chuen does not 
employ youth laborers between the age of 15 to 16.

Men-Chuen has not hired youth or child laborers since 1981 (for a total of 33 years), demonstrating our compliance 
to the relevant Labor Laws.

Details and regulations on youth labor

Chart of employee age ranges

31-40
29%

41-50
27%

51-60
14%

21-30
29%

61-70%

Traditional industries in Taiwan are experiencing the aging of experienced 
employees with a growing generation gap between young and senior 
employees. Men-Chuen thus begun promoting academic and corporate 
partnerships three to four years ago with the basic guiding principle of 
providing training for skills required by the industry. We have proposed 
comprehensive plans for follow-up industrial services after internships 
that include corporate headquarter internship positions and short-term 
training in multiple departments. These measures provide students with 
a complete industrial experience during their internships. Performance 
assessments are jointly determined by the academic institution and the 
industry, and students who pass would be awarded with academic units. 
Men-Chuen gives paid internships and we make sure that students work in 
a safe and excellent environment and could learn about business structures 
and techniques involved in the industry so that they would attain leading 
positions and international opportunities for the job market in the future. 

Men-Chuen invests both time and money in the academic and corporate partnerships. 
Mid- and long-term basic development programs as well as management and technical 
training plans have been established with the hopes of providing a comprehensive and 
all-aspect cooperative package. An annual cooperative model gives students a full-time 
internship opportunity to kickstart their careers and formally integrate their education 
and practical experiences. In addition to corporate internships and factory positions for 
students to gain practical experiences, Men-Chuen has also jointly established an academic 
and corporate partnership platform that includes areas such as product development, 
technical cooperation, manufacturing quality control, management strategies, and business 
innovations. We offer opportunities of 1-2 year industrial service programs for the students, 
improvement of practical and R&D potentials for the instructors as well as increase in 

overall competitiveness for the academic institutions while the industry benefits from academic research results. The platform 
would thus create a win-win scenario for all participants.

Men-Chuen has integrated both internal and external training resources for the core factories as well as overseas branches 
in order to augment career development for all our supervisors and colleagues, create an organizational culture conducive 
to learning, and generate sustainable competitive advantages. We are currently involved in a joint academic and corporate 
partnership with Ming Chi University of Technology and are looking for additional partners. In 2014, we will begin to work 
with other tertiary educational institutions such as Oriental Institute of Technology and Fu Jen Catholic University to provide 
their students with diverse choices of industrial work experiences. Men-Chuen focuses on providing the most comprehensive 
and robust learning packages to achieve growth in both our industries and education.

Academic and corporate partnerships
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1. Youth laborers are those between the age of 15 and 16 (not yet fully 16) who are employed. 
2. Youth laborers are prohibited from being engaged in physically intensive or dangerous work. 
3. Employers are prohibited from employing any individual under 15 years of age. However, exceptions are provided 
    for graduates of Junior High School employed in job descriptions and work environment that have been verified 
    by the relevant authority to be harmless to their physical and mental development. 
4. Employers are required to obtain a letter of agreement from the legal guardian as well as documented proof of age 
    for employees under the age of 16. 
5. Youth laborers may not work more than 8 hours a day or during weekends and public holidays.

Currently, the oldest employee in Men-Chuen is 63 years of age, while the youngest is 21 years of age.

Men-Chuen is a weaving, dyeing and finishing factory. The weaving process would involve large amounts of 
strenuous physical labor. In compliance with Article 44 of Taiwan's Labor Standards Act, Men-Chuen does not 
employ youth laborers between the age of 15 to 16.

Men-Chuen has not hired youth or child laborers since 1981 (for a total of 33 years), demonstrating our compliance 
to the relevant Labor Laws.

Details and regulations on youth labor

Chart of employee age ranges

31-40
29%

41-50
27%

51-60
14%

21-30
29%

61-70%

Traditional industries in Taiwan are experiencing the aging of experienced 
employees with a growing generation gap between young and senior 
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partnerships three to four years ago with the basic guiding principle of 
providing training for skills required by the industry. We have proposed 
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The purpose is to bolster health, competitiveness and identity of our colleagues. Our colleagues of Neihu, Guishan, 
and Nankan have been invited to participate in team sports. Sports and games would help incite passion outside 
work and help preserve our youth and vigor. Competitive sports could also develop the spirit of athleticism and 
teach participants important lessons in perseverance and self improvement, both of which could be applied to 
daily work. These activities could also improve corporate value. In 2013, we held a badminton tournament.
Men-Chuen provides ample time for health and recreation for our foreign laborers and promote equality and 
freedom of belief. We also encourage our laborers to live harmoniously with the residents of Tongyi Community 
and thus participated in the fall and winter season basketball tournaments organized by a religious organization of 
Taoyuan County, winning a trophy in the process.

In addition to athletic competitions, we also held 6S competitions for our manufacturing floor. CI personnel 
and shift employees would be evaluated on a weekly basis. Results are announced every month. Every process 
team is given a single target to achieve and those that succeed were awarded. These reward systems demonstrate 
the emphasis placed upon safety by our top management. Additionally, various process teams are encouraged to 
independently come up with improvement plans to demonstrate effective self-discipline and management.

 Various competitions

Men-Chuen Cup Badminton Tournament

Men-Chuen Cup Badminton Tournament
Vice President Chung rewarding the winning 
team with the 6S Competition Reward

In addition to placing great importance on our employees' career development, Men-Chuen is also extremely 
dedicated to the philosophy of giving back to society. We are more than happy to support our neighboring 
communities and organized events such as cultural activities and athletic competitions.

Men Chun is a proud sponsor of KRC F3 Team. KRC and Men-Chuen shall jointly participate in the races for 2014.
The KRC Team has formally established a collaborative relationship with Men-Chuen Fibre Industry Co., Ltd. We 
are a proud sponsor of the KRC Team for 2014.

Donations and Sponsorships

Summary of
annual donations

2011201220132014
(Forecast)

Donation Amount
$3,000,000
$2,500,000
$2,000,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000

$0
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The uniform of the KRC Team shall be provided by MDS Group, Men-Chuen Fibre Industry Co., Ltd. The 
professional racing events shall help validate the exceptional material and design of Men-Chuen's products.

Community Mutual Assistance Team Contributing as a consultant to a 
volunteer fire-fighting team

Donating to a local Temple to Tu Di Gong
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Despite our finite resources, we humans have constantly laid waste to our environment to satisfy our desires for 
better living standards. Energy reserves are being depleted, global warming have worsened, and our natural habitats 
and ecologies are being subject to irreversible damage caused by intensive industrial activities. All these may 
directly and indirectly affect our lives. Such actions have deviated from the core principles of corporate sustainable 
development. Men-Chuen has incorporated sustainable environmental protection into its corporate management 
philosophy. This allows Men-Chuen to become a truly sustainable company capable of catering to both corporate 
development and environmental protection at the same time. Of which, protection of our natural environment and 
maintaining human welfare have been established as our most important objectives.

As the world becomes increasingly concerned with environmental protection, Men-Chuen has taken the initiatve 
in implementing self-monitoring of our entire production process and applied strict regulations in reducing major 
pollutants we produce. We have also included innovative designs such as green construction materials, green 
planning, and alternative energy projects to improve existing processes and management operations to eliminate 
sources of pollution. We have also improved the quality our incoming materials and strengthened our waste 
recycling, reuse and exchange programs and initiated developments in new production processes with zero or low 
pollution. Our main focus would be energy saving and carbon reduction policies as well as the use of non-toxic 
alternatives for our materials in order to support positive developments for both our environment and company.

Since August 2012, Men-Chuen has begun to rebuild our facilities to improve space layout and usage efficiency. The 
rebuilding was completed in December 2013. During the rebuilding process, we have also established a 3-year energy 
saving program (ending on August 2015). The project includes three major aspects of energy (electricity and fuel) 
conservation, water conservation, and waste reduction. The following describes our project

Environmental impacts can be largely into five major categories: energy consumption, production waste, air pollution, chemicals, 
and solid wastes. The category of energy consumption can be further sub-divided into direct and indirect usage. 

Direct energy: Petrol and diesel fuel use
Indirect energy: Electricity

In order to ensure the safety of our production processes and finished products, improvements have been made to existing 
processes and management operations to achieve our goal of zero discharge of hazardous chemicals (ZDHC).

We implemented programs for reducing water consumption as well as water recycling. All data are digitally monitored and 
stored in compliance to our water saving policy.

These equipment include water saving faucets to large centralized water recycling systems. We would not overlook any single 
opportunity for water conservation. We have continued to improve facility management and improve energy use efficiency as 
we play our part in saving our planet.

Environment protection and improvements

Corporate development and environmental improvements can be divided into the three 
aspects listed below:

Choosing chemicals and new machine or manufacturing processes that meet 
statutory requirements

Water saving policies

Addition of resource conservation equipment

Project
implemented

W
ater

conservation

Status &
progress

Completed

Energy
C

onservation

Gradual implementation
from 2012 -10%

-30%

Ongoing

Under
planning

Implementation time Expected e�ciency
by 2015Details

Switch o� the lights at each 
process station during 
down-time (completed)

Completed
Replace all lights with T5 
energy-saving tubes 
(completed)

Ongoing
Replace AC to 
independent air 
conditioning

Under
planning

Improve heat 
exchanger usage 
e�ciency

CompletedDye vat heat 
preservation

Reduce the frequency of 
dye vat washing during 
production

Ongoing
Add waste water recycling 
and treatment facilities to 
reduce water 
consumption.

Ongoing

Install frequency 
transformer and 
controller for the pump 
and se�ing machine 
motors.

Reduce the production of 
waste fabrics

Completed
Convert waste fabrics into 
garbage bags for internal 
use.

Under
planning 

Add waste water recycling 
and processing facilities to 
reduce sludge production.

Rescheduling since 2012
Additional equipment to 
be installed in 2014

W
aste

R
eduction

-20%
Planning implemented 
since 2012
Additional equipment to 
be installed in 2014
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Electricity and fuel oils are the major energy sources currently used by our factories. As boilers and production 
equipment are difficult to adjust or replace, our improvements shall focus on electricity usage. For power conservation, 
all production departments have begun practicing lights-off policies during lunches and dinners when the machines 
are turned off. This policy has been implemented in the 3 departments of in-process inspection, raising, and packaging. 
The next phase expand the policy to the chemical analysis lab and inspection office as well as replacing motors with 
higher efficiency models. 
The office will turn off all lights during noon recess to save electricity. The new office was completed in April 2013. 
All the old model T8 fluorescent tubes have been replaced with the energy saving T5 models. Motors have also been 
replaced with more efficient models. We have also evaluated the resulting energy cost savings.

Traditional T8 tubes are 40W. Men-Chuen has selected 28W T5 tubes to cut energy consumption by 1/3. All lighting in 
production offices, restrooms, conference rooms, and manufacturing floor will be replaced with T5 tubes. Estimated energy 
savings will approach NT$ 500,000 every year.
In addition replacing our lighting, restrooms would also be provided with improved ventilation to create a better-lit and cleaner 
environment.

A heat exchanger system has been installed and connected to a 
computerized platform for the digitalization of energy recycling 
data.

 Circulating fluids in some machine systems must be heated 
or cooled in order to meet operation requirements. Heat 
exchangers are equipment that transfer heat from one fluid to 
another. The objective is to exchange heat between the two 
fluids and achieve the required heating or cooling effects. The 
most commonly seen heat exchangers are those that indirectly 
conduct heat between two objects via fluid or gaseous media. 

Calculating power to production ratios can help Men-Chuen establish relevant performance indicators.Its usefulness does not stop 
at environmental or economic aspects. We can also evaluate and analyze existing objectives with previously established databases 
so that we may devote our efforts to stabilize energy use fluctuations and establish meaningful performance indicators.

The Chinese New Year Holiday is the most important and longest holiday in the Chinese community, and production 
volumes tend to be very high after this holiday. Chinese New Year Holidays in 2013 and 2012 were February 9th to 
14th and January 21st to 27th respectively, which would explain the difference in power usage in February between 
these two years.
Other Chinese and Western holidays as well as the change between summer and winter season would all directly 
influence production capacity and hence power usage. 
Although total energy consumption in 2013 has increased somewhat, equipment replacement and upgrades using 
energy efficient parts meant that overall energy usage in relations to total production volumes has decreased. Further 
explanations will be provided below.

Direct and indirect energy

‧Complete replacement with T5 fluorescent tubes

‧Ensaver heat exchanger

Before 
improvement

After
improvement

‧Power Use Efficiency (PUE) of 2013 and 2012

‧Energy consumption in 2013

20132012

De�nition of Power to Fabric Ratio: Amount of electrical power consumed to produce
1 kg of fabric (unit: kWh / kg)

※494.28÷447.52=1.104 (overall power consumption)

447.52494.28

Power to Fabric Ratio has 

increased by over 10％, 
which is equivalent to an 
extremely signi�cant 
achievement of 10% 
savings in energy.

2000
1500
1000
500

0

2013 Power (MWh)Power �uctuations between 2012 and 2013 2010 Power (MWh)

Jan.Feb.Mar.Apr.MayJun.Jul.Aug.Sep.Oct.Nov.Dec.AVG.

Comparing energy consumption of T8 and T5 tubes

T5 lighting power
consumption 33%

T8 lighting power
consumption 50%

Energy
savings17%
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We are dedicated to energy conservation programs and have applied heat preservation coating to places on the dye 
vats where heat preservation layers cannot be installed in order to keep the heat within the vats.
The main function is to reduce vat surface temperature and prevent accidental burns. Heat insulation would also 
prevent heating of the manufacturing floor and improve the comfort of the work environment. Reducing heat loss 
would also shorten pre-heating time required. This would also indirectly influence fuel oil or power consumption.

Three major types of fuels are used in the manufacturing floor, namely kerosene, diesel, and 92 lead-free petroleum.

Although measurements reveal significant differences in temperature, the difference have yet to be converted into 
energy savings due to the large number of external variables. The project is expected to be implemented in 2014 to 
convert temperature reductions into units that are more easily measured.

Most of our mobile equipment are powered using diesel fuel. Currently, 
our facility has 11 forklifts, 1 large truck and 2 small trucks. Only the small 
trucks utilize lead-free petroleum. Of the 11 forklifts, 6 are powered using 
diesel fuel while the remaining 5 are electrically powered. As our facility 
contains large amounts of flammable materials, we would be gradually 
replacing our forklifts with electric-powered models for the safety of our 
employees as well as environmental conservation.

‧ Adding external heat insulation coating to the dye vats

‧Usage of various types of fuels

Water is the most valuable resource of 
this planet. All life on earth is dependent 
on it for survival. Before the Industrial 
Revolution, water used to be an infinite 
natural resource thanks to the natural 
water cycle. The cycle also serves to purify 
water as well. However, industrialization 
has resulted in excessive accumulation of 
pollutants within a very short time. The 
self-purifying capacities of water resources 
have been greatly reduced. Only active 
remediation programs could help restore 
life to these polluted water bodies.
 
Water resources that we utilize can largely be divided into two major categories - surface water and underground aquifers. Both 
of these water sources can be processed to provide public water or converted to steam for industrial use. Most industrial water in 
Taiwan would be derived from aquifers, but it regenerates at a far slower rate compared to surface waters. Over-utilization of aquifers 
could easily cause disasters such as land subsidence and soil alkalinization. Hence, improving water use efficiency and reducing 
production wastage have now become major considerations for various manufacturing plants.
Men-Chuen did not implement water resource usage evaluation or records in the past. However, we have begun to make detailed 
records of water consumption starting in 2012. In 2010, we have installed heat exchange systems to reduce fuel consumption when 
heating our boilers. All water resource consumed would be recorded digitally. We have also begun to monitor and record data from 
the hot water recycling system installed on our roof, and made plans to introduce intermediate water recycling systems in 2014 to 
reduce aquifer water usage and sludge production.

 Water resources

Dyeing and finishing industries implement processes that may include all or part of the following: singeing, desizing, scouring, 
bleaching, mercerizing, dyeing, printing, and finishing. Of which, the dyeing process requires large amounts of water and steam.
Most local dyeing industries draw water from aquifers. Recently, the dyeing and finishing industry is devoting efforts to develop 
water saving technologies and reduce water consumption of bleaching vats.
Men-Chuen's three-year water saving program focuses on re-structuring dyeing and bleaching vat processes with an expected target 
of 10% reduction in water usage by 2015.
In 2013, total water consumption in Men-Chuen reached to about 740,000 tons. We have recently started a facility expansion 
project with an expected completion date by the middle of 2015, The expansion project would include wastewater treatment 
equipment which is expected to 50% more efficiency, more environmentally-friendly and reduce pollution.

‧Water consumption in production

Dye
vat

Temperature
di�erence

Tem
perature 

89 80 9

Before
(no heat 

preservation 
coating applied) 

A�er
(heat 

preservation 
coating applied) 

C

C C C

Kerosene boilers

Electric-powered forklift

Fossil fuel consumption Status

2013 Fossil fuel energy
consumption

Heavy Fuel
79%

Diesel
18%

Gaosoline
3%

Fuel type Kerosene Diesel

2013(%) 79% 18% 3%

Machine BoilersX3 Large trucks
and forkli�s

Large trucks
and forkli�s

92 lead-free 
petroleum

Fuel type Kerosene Diesel 92 lead-free 
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We are dedicated to energy conservation programs and have applied heat preservation coating to places on the dye 
vats where heat preservation layers cannot be installed in order to keep the heat within the vats.
The main function is to reduce vat surface temperature and prevent accidental burns. Heat insulation would also 
prevent heating of the manufacturing floor and improve the comfort of the work environment. Reducing heat loss 
would also shorten pre-heating time required. This would also indirectly influence fuel oil or power consumption.

Three major types of fuels are used in the manufacturing floor, namely kerosene, diesel, and 92 lead-free petroleum.

Although measurements reveal significant differences in temperature, the difference have yet to be converted into 
energy savings due to the large number of external variables. The project is expected to be implemented in 2014 to 
convert temperature reductions into units that are more easily measured.

Most of our mobile equipment are powered using diesel fuel. Currently, 
our facility has 11 forklifts, 1 large truck and 2 small trucks. Only the small 
trucks utilize lead-free petroleum. Of the 11 forklifts, 6 are powered using 
diesel fuel while the remaining 5 are electrically powered. As our facility 
contains large amounts of flammable materials, we would be gradually 
replacing our forklifts with electric-powered models for the safety of our 
employees as well as environmental conservation.

‧ Adding external heat insulation coating to the dye vats

‧Usage of various types of fuels

Water is the most valuable resource of 
this planet. All life on earth is dependent 
on it for survival. Before the Industrial 
Revolution, water used to be an infinite 
natural resource thanks to the natural 
water cycle. The cycle also serves to purify 
water as well. However, industrialization 
has resulted in excessive accumulation of 
pollutants within a very short time. The 
self-purifying capacities of water resources 
have been greatly reduced. Only active 
remediation programs could help restore 
life to these polluted water bodies.
 
Water resources that we utilize can largely be divided into two major categories - surface water and underground aquifers. Both 
of these water sources can be processed to provide public water or converted to steam for industrial use. Most industrial water in 
Taiwan would be derived from aquifers, but it regenerates at a far slower rate compared to surface waters. Over-utilization of aquifers 
could easily cause disasters such as land subsidence and soil alkalinization. Hence, improving water use efficiency and reducing 
production wastage have now become major considerations for various manufacturing plants.
Men-Chuen did not implement water resource usage evaluation or records in the past. However, we have begun to make detailed 
records of water consumption starting in 2012. In 2010, we have installed heat exchange systems to reduce fuel consumption when 
heating our boilers. All water resource consumed would be recorded digitally. We have also begun to monitor and record data from 
the hot water recycling system installed on our roof, and made plans to introduce intermediate water recycling systems in 2014 to 
reduce aquifer water usage and sludge production.

 Water resources

Dyeing and finishing industries implement processes that may include all or part of the following: singeing, desizing, scouring, 
bleaching, mercerizing, dyeing, printing, and finishing. Of which, the dyeing process requires large amounts of water and steam.
Most local dyeing industries draw water from aquifers. Recently, the dyeing and finishing industry is devoting efforts to develop 
water saving technologies and reduce water consumption of bleaching vats.
Men-Chuen's three-year water saving program focuses on re-structuring dyeing and bleaching vat processes with an expected target 
of 10% reduction in water usage by 2015.
In 2013, total water consumption in Men-Chuen reached to about 740,000 tons. We have recently started a facility expansion 
project with an expected completion date by the middle of 2015, The expansion project would include wastewater treatment 
equipment which is expected to 50% more efficiency, more environmentally-friendly and reduce pollution.
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Men-Chuen has a two-stage wastewater treatment system. COD and 
BOD in the water would first undergo biological digestion. The treated 
water is then released to Nankan Creek next to the factory. Men-Chuen 
not only carries out tight monitoring of wastewater treatment results, we 
also visit official government websites to see if there are any changes to the 
water quality of Nankan Creek.

According to the Article 2 on the Effluent Standards Law, an extension 
law from Article 7 Paragraph 2 of Water Pollution Prevention Act, effluent 
from the printing, dyeing and finishing of knitted fabrics would be held to 
class 2 effluent standards. with a BOD < 30 mg/L, COD < 140 mg/L, SS 
< 30 mg/L, and ADMI < 550.

We have purchased water quality inspection 
and monitoring instruments to conduct long-
term and routine internal analysis of waste water 
effluent from our production processes and 
raw incoming water. Monitored items include 
COD, colorimeter reading, SS, pH, softness / 
hardness, and heavy metals.

Although Men-Chuen's waste effluent satisfies statutory requirements and standards, the COD is still slightly above 
that of the receiving water body. We will continue to focus on COD control with a short-term objective of 5% 
reduction every year. For our long-term goal, we shall strive to reduce effluent COD to below that of the receiving 
water body.

‧ Waste water treatment

The factory's bleaching and dyeing processes generates 
a lot of hot water. Hot water used to be directly released 
to the wastewater treatment facilities. However, this is 
neither cost effective nor environmentally friendly. Hence, 
Men-Chuen has installed a high capacity water recycling 
and storage tank in the factory. We first use a water pump 
to move clean water to be recycled into a storage tank. If 
necessary, we would first release and reuse some of the 
recycled water from the storage tank.

Simply put, this is akin to large scale re-use of washing 
water and provides the most direct and effective means 
of energy conservation. Water reuse not only reduces the 
amount of water consumed for fabric production, it also 
helps our company achieve internal expectations and 
improvements for corporate social responsibility.

Men-Chuen would initiate standard emergency response procedures in the event of environment safety abnormalities in order to 
minimize environmental damage and personnel injuries. The following figure illustrates the procedure:

‧Hot water recycling system

‧Emergency response measures
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Our surroundings are filled with various chemical products. The same applies for dyeing and finishing industries. Raw 
materials, dyes, auxiliaries and wastes of dyeing and finishing processes are almost completely composed of chemicals. 
Chemicals are largely divided into two major categories based on the severity of impact they have on human health: 
hazardous and non-hazardous. Every company would publish a Restricted Substances List (RSL) every year. Since 
August 2009, Men-Chuen has began to initiate inspection and controls over its use of dyestuffs and auxiliaries.
Consumer demand for non-toxic products have increased in recent years. In order to provide safe products to our 
consumers, we have worked hard to achieve Oeko Tex® certification for our goods since June 2011. In September 
2011, we obtained the Global Recycle Standard (GRS) certification and applied for bluesign® certification in February 
2012. These certificates provide Men-Chuen with two-layered safety and quality assurance for the choices of our raw 
materials, dyestuffs, and auxiliaries.
In 2013 and 2014, we have continued to undergo surveillance and recertification audits for Oeko Tex®, bluesign®, 
Global Recycle Standard (GRS), ISO14001, and OHSAS18001.
Men-Chuen has stipulated a documented procedure for chemical management (MCFIQP-004-V4) and defined 
hazardous risk levels according to a hazard identification and risk evaluation process. We have also asked our suppliers 
to provide Material Safety Data Sheet for improving the awareness of chemical properties of raw materials provided. 
We have also established an emergency testing preparation and response procedure (MCFIQP-008-V6) as well as 
hazards and danger awareness management procedure (MCFIQP-0017-V2) to provide a reference for response 
processes for disasters and accidents. Finally, we also carry out disaster drills so that our employees would be able to 
execute timely and effective responses during emergencies.

Chemicals

We have improved the chemical and 
dyestuff storage area by installing flood 
gates, pallets, rolling shutters for segregation, 
storage racks, etc. Safety awareness posters 
have been posted on every entrance and 
exit of manufacturing process stations. We 
also provide health and safety courses on 
the utilization of chemicals and carry out 
inventory audits for their proper storage. 
Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) are 
placed on the chemicals as well . Men-
Chuen also promotes the use of personal 
protective equipment and organizes work 
accident and disaster prevention drills.

‧Storage of chemicals and improvements

Men-Chuen has stipulated general training on work 
place hazards for all employees who would be using or 
may be potentially exposed to hazardous substances in 
their work. Emergency response training are provided 
so that workers and departments are familiar with the 
risks of exposure to hazardous substances.

Emergency fire drills are held once every 6 (six) months 
so that our workers are familiar with emergency 
response processes, procedures, steps, techniques, 
and the utilization of fire-fighting equipment. Any 
deficiencies and improvements would also be evaluated 
and recorded after the drill.

‧Education, training, and emergency response drills

‧Process flowchart for hazard identification and risk evaluation
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Among the four types of recyclable wastes, fabrics make up the largest proportion. Waste reduction programs would 
thus focus on this area. We first attempted to reduce production wastes and recycle waste fabrics. We revised our 
production plan to reduce the generation of waste fabrics. Non-recyclable fabrics are sewn together to form garbage 
bags to reduce our use of plastic bags.

Factory wastes would be recycled or disposed of according to the waste material 
disposal law. Our waste management system includes:

A waste disposal plan that includes the waste management, waste categories, and waste generation 
compliance report procedures.

Management procedures for online reporting to ensure that the subcontracted firm responsible for waste 
disposal would complete the online reporting process.

Establish a list of information on waste disposal subcontractors.

Verify waste flow and identify qualified waste disposal firms to remove wastes from the site. Track waste flow 
via the online reporting system.

‧Emergency response and organization chart

Solid wastes produced by Men-Chuen mainly includes fibers, plastics, metals, and papers. Although recyclable 
materials make up more than 50% of our total wastes, there are still plenty of room for improvement for our non-
recyclable wastes.

An external subcontractor is engaged for waste removal. Waste material treatment can be divided into two major 
categories based on potential utility. After removal, recyclable wastes would be transferred to disposal companies for 
reuse and recycling. Non-recyclable wastes would first undergo tests to see if it contains toxic pollutants. Wastes that 
do not contain toxic pollutants would be incinerated, while toxic wastes would be processed according to government 
regulations. (sludge would be processed separately by external subcontractors) Since 2011, our factory has begun to monitor and calculate the usage status of self-made garbage bags. In the first year 

of our program, 1800 kg of waste fabrics have been converted into garbage bags. This figure increased to 2025 kg in 
2012 and 2150 kg in 2013.

‧Reuse and production of fabric garbage bags
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In the past, Taiwan's air pollution monitoring was only focused on 6 major substances of PM10, PM2.5, SOx, CO, 
O3 and NOx. Secondary indicators were based upon the human health impacts caused by these pollutants. The 
largest value of these various secondary indicators would thus become the Pollutant Standards Index (PSI) at that 
monitoring station. Since January 20th, 2010, Taiwan has begun to stipulate relevant legal standards for greenhouse 
gases. In September 28th, 2012, a draft requiring fixed sources of pollution to periodically report greenhouse gas 
emissions volume was released. At the same time, an online platform for estimating greenhouse gas emissions was 
made available for public trials.

Men-Chuen did notestiate its greenhouse gas emissions before. However, once the law was formally released, we 
began to calculate our emissions caused by fossil fuel and energy consumption in 2012 to obtain reference data for 
future energy saving and carbon reduction programs.

Sources of greenhouse gases considered in the calculations can be divided into direct production and indirect 
production. Direct production could be further subdivided according to the source which includes fixed, mobile, 
manufacturing, and dispersed. Indirect production is derived from power purchased from outside sources (such as 
electricity). We used the carbon dioxide emissions calculation tool on the National Greenhouse Gas Registration 
platform of the Environmental Protection Administration, Executive Yuan, to calculate CO2 emissions according 
to our fossil fuel consumption.

According to the volumes above, we could see that we have reduced our volatile organic compounds and particulate pollution 
production in 2013. However, sulfur oxides production has increased somewhat. In the future, we will commit ourselves to the use 
of low-sulfur fuels to eliminate SO2 from our exhausts.
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monitoring station. Since January 20th, 2010, Taiwan has begun to stipulate relevant legal standards for greenhouse 
gases. In September 28th, 2012, a draft requiring fixed sources of pollution to periodically report greenhouse gas 
emissions volume was released. At the same time, an online platform for estimating greenhouse gas emissions was 
made available for public trials.

Men-Chuen did notestiate its greenhouse gas emissions before. However, once the law was formally released, we 
began to calculate our emissions caused by fossil fuel and energy consumption in 2012 to obtain reference data for 
future energy saving and carbon reduction programs.

Sources of greenhouse gases considered in the calculations can be divided into direct production and indirect 
production. Direct production could be further subdivided according to the source which includes fixed, mobile, 
manufacturing, and dispersed. Indirect production is derived from power purchased from outside sources (such as 
electricity). We used the carbon dioxide emissions calculation tool on the National Greenhouse Gas Registration 
platform of the Environmental Protection Administration, Executive Yuan, to calculate CO2 emissions according 
to our fossil fuel consumption.

According to the volumes above, we could see that we have reduced our volatile organic compounds and particulate pollution 
production in 2013. However, sulfur oxides production has increased somewhat. In the future, we will commit ourselves to the use 
of low-sulfur fuels to eliminate SO2 from our exhausts.

Greenhouse gases
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pollution (tons)
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2.808

2.829
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3.51

1.212

3.107

2.714

11.355

10.543

Volatile organic
compounds (tons)

0.756

0.939
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0.914

0.811

0.765
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0.914

3.6

3.373

Sulfur oxides (tons)
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10.756

10.937

12.521

12.816
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46.827

48.908

Reporting period
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Total, 2012
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Exhaust

Source of
pollutant

Greenhouse gas produced Activity data Tons emi�ed
(CO2 eTons / year)

R
aw

 m
aterials

and fuels

Name CO2 CH4 N2O HFCS PFCS FigureSF6 Units

Fixed Boilers Kerosene 6,060 KL 17,877

Mobile Forkli� Diesel 54.83 KL 71,115

Mobile Trucks Petroleum 0.25 KL 553.0
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Carry out assessment and planning for the Best Available Control 
Technology (BACT)

Use low-polluting raw materials and fuels

Use low-polluting manufacturing processes

Install air pollution control facilities

CO2 emissions are calculated according to monthly electricity bills provided by the Taiwan Power Company.

From this figure, we could see that carbon emissions have reduced somewhat in 2013 compared to 2012 and have 
become more stable. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our energy conservation efforts.
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‧ O H S A S  1 8 0 0 1 ‧ I S O  1 4 0 0 1

‧ B L U E S I G N ‧ O e k o - T e x  S t a n d a r d  1 0 0
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Appendix 2 GRI Content Index

GRI G3 Guidelines

1.Strategy and Analysis

1.1

1.2

2

2

Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the organization.

Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities.

2.Organizational Profile

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

2.10

9

11-15

9-10

9

9-10

9

14-15

9-10

7

8

3.Report Parameters
3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

6

6

6

6

18

6

Page

Name of the organization.

Primary brands, products, and/or services.

Operational structure of the organization, including main divisions, 

operating companies, subsidiaries, and joint ventures.

Location of organization's headquarters.

Number of countries where the organization operates, and names of 

countries with either major operations or that are specifically relevant 

to the sustainability issues covered in the report.

Nature of ownership and legal form.

Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served, and 

types of customers/beneficiaries).

Scale of the reporting organization.

Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, 

structure, or ownership.

Awards received in the reporting period.

Reporting period (e.g., fiscal/calendar year) for information provided.

Date of most recent previous report (if any).

Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.)

Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents.

Process for defining report content.

Boundary of the report (e.g., countries, divisions, subsidiaries, leased 

facilities, joint ventures, suppliers). See GRI Boundary Protocol for 

further guidance.

4. Governance, Commitments, and Engagement

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

10

9

9

18、25

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.10

3.11

3.12

3.13

6

6

6

6

6

6

18

State any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report 

(see completeness principle for explanation of scope).

Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities, 

outsourced operations, and other entities that can significantly affect 

comparability from period to period and/or between organizations.

Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations, including 

assumptions and techniques underlying estimations applied to the 

compilation of the Indicators and other information in the report. 

Explain any decisions not to apply, or to substantially diverge from, the 

GRI Indicator Protocols.

Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations, including 

assumptions and techniques underlying estimations applied to the 

compilation of the Indicators and other information in the report. 

Explain any decisions not to apply, or to substantially diverge from, the 

GRI Indicator Protocols.

Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, 

boundary, or measurement methods applied in the report.

Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report.

Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance 

for the report.

Governance structure of the organization, including committees under 

the highest governance body responsible for specific tasks, such as 

setting strategy or organizational oversight. 

Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an 

executive officer.

For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state the number 

of members of the highest governance body that are independent 

and/or non-executive members.

Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide 

recommendations or direction to the highest governance body.
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9
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boundary, or measurement methods applied in the report.

Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report.
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for the report.

Governance structure of the organization, including committees under 
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Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an 
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For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state the number 

of members of the highest governance body that are independent 

and/or non-executive members.

Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide 

recommendations or direction to the highest governance body.
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4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

4.10

4.11

4.12

4.13

4.14

4.15

24

24-15

25

24-25

25

18

18

18

18

18

4.5 25

Linkage between compensation for members of the highest 

governance body, senior managers, and executives (including 

departure arrangements), and the organization's performance 

(including social and environmental performance).

Processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts 

of interest are avoided.

Process for determining the qualifications and expertise of the 

members of the highest governance body for guiding the 

organization's strategy on economic, environmental, and social topics.

Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of 

conduct, and principles relevant to economic, environmental, and 

social performance and the status of their implementation.

Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the 

organization's identification and management of economic, 

environmental, and social performance, including relevant risks and 

opportunities, and adherence or compliance with internationally agreed 

standards, codes of conduct, and principles.

Processes for evaluating the highest governance body's own 

performance, particularly with respect to economic, environmental, and 

social performance.

Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or 

principle is addressed by the organization.

Externally developed economic, environmental, and social charters, 

principles, or other initiatives to which the organization subscribes or 

endorses.

Memberships in associations (such as industry associations) and/or 

national/international advocacy organizations in which the 

organization: * Has positions in governance bodies; * Participates in 

projects or committees; * Provides substantive funding beyond routine 

membership dues; or * Views membership as strategic.

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization.

Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to 

engage.

Economic Performance Indicators

Economic Performance

4.16

4.17

18

18

EC1 19

Direct economic value generated and distributed, including revenues, 

operating costs, employee compensation, donations and other 

community investments, retained earnings, and payments to capital

providers and governments.

Environmental Performance Indicators 

Energy

EN3

EN4

37-43

37-43

Direct energy consumption by primary energy source.

Indirect energy consumption by primary source.

Labor Practices and Decent Work - Performance Indicators

Employment

LA1

LA2

22-27

24-29

Water

EN8 41Total water withdrawal by source.

Emissions, effluents, and waste

EN16

EN22

46-49

46

Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight.

Total weight of waste by type and disposal method.

Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of 

engagement by type and by stakeholder group.

Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder 

engagement, and how the organization has responded to those key 

topics and concerns, including through its reporting.

Total workforce by employment type, employment contract, and 

region.

Total number and rate of employee turnover by age group, gender, 

and region.

Labor/Management Relations

LA4 25
Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining 

agreements.
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Occupational Health and Safety

LA7 25-26

Training and Education

LA10 27
Average hours of training per year per employee by employee 

category.

Diversity and Equal Opportunity

LA14 24-28Ratio of basic salary of men to women by employee category.

Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, 

and number of work-related fatalities by region.

Child Labor

HR6 28-29

Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of child 

labor, and measures taken to contribute to the elimination of child 

labor.
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